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ABSTRACT 
An n x n nonnegative matrix A is called primitive if for some positive integer k, every 
entry in the matrix Ak is positive (Ak > 0). The exponent of primitivity of A is defined 
to be r(A) = min{k E Z+ : Ak >> 0}, where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers. The 
upper bound on y(A) due to Wielandt is y(A) 5 (n - 1)’ + 1, and a better bound for y(A) 
due to Hartwig and Neumann is y(A) 5 m(m - l), where m is the degree of the minimal 
polynomial of A. Also, Hartwig and Neumann conjecture that y(A) 5 (m - l)* + 1, which 
had been suggested in 1984. In this paper, we prove this conjecture. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
For all terminology and notation used here we follow [ 11. 
If A and B are n x n nonnegative matrices, we shall use the notation A >> 
0, A s B, and A 2 B to denote, respectively, that all the entries of A are positive, 
that A and B have nonzero entries in the same location, and that all entries which 
are zero in A are also zero in B. 
Associated with an n x n nonnegative matrix A = (au) we shall consider its 
directed graph D(A) which consists of a set V of n vertices, labeled conveniently 
1,2,... , n, and a set of directed edges E with a direct edge from vertex i to vertex 
j if and only if au # 0. We shall use the notation i + j and i+j to denote, 
respectively, that there is a direct edge from vertex i to vertex j and that there is no 
directed edge linking vertex i to vertex j. Similarly, 
dl,..., 4 
i-j and i 
4,...,4 
-j 
denote, respectively, that there are paths of length dl , . . . , d, connecting vertex i 
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to vertex j and that there are no paths of length dl , . . . , d, connecting vertex i to 
vertex j. The distance d(i,j) from vertex i to vertex j is the minimal length of a 
path linking vertex i to vertexj. The symbols D and DA’ denote, respectively, the 
diameter of D(A) and the diameter of D(Ak). We also designate the letters m and 
s to denote, respectively, the degree of the minimal polynomial and the length of 
the shortest circuit in D(A). 
The index of primitivity of A is defined to be y(A) = min{k E Z+ : Ak >> 0}, 
where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers. 
Some well-known facts concerning nonnegative matrices which we shall use 
are the following: 
Z+A+.e. +A=’ > 0, 
A+A2+...+AD+’ >> 0, 
(Ak)g > 0 ti i3j inD(A), 
Ak>>O H i fj for any i,j E V(D(A)). 
(1.1) 
Thus, in particular, if (Ak)ii > 0, then the vertex i lies on a closed path of length 
k in D(A). Also it is known that D 5 m - 1. 
Suppose al, . . . , at is a set of distinct positive integers with gcd(ar , . . . , at) = 1. 
Then we define @(al, . . . , at) to be the least integer m such that every integer k 2 m 
can be expressed in the form k = clul + . . . , +ctut, where cl, . . . , ct are some 
nonnegative integers. A well-known result due to Schur shows that @(al, . . . , at) 
is well defined when gcd(ul , . . . , at) = 1. 
2. SOME RESULTS FROM NUMBER THEORY 
LEMMA 2.1 [ 121. Zfgcd(u, b) = 1, where (I, b are positive integers, then 
@(a, b) = (a - l)(b - 1). 
LEMMA 2.2 [7]. Let 0 < al < ~22 < . . . < ak, k 2 3 and gcd(ul,az, 
. . . . ak) = 1. If it is impossible to choose al and a, from the set {q , ~22, . . . , ak} 
such that for any 1 5 i 5 k, ui can be expressed in the form ai = ci, ~1 + Chum, 
where ci, , Ci2 are some nonnegative integers, then 
@h,az,... ,uk) 5 [+I] (uk - 2). 
LEMMA 2.3 [6]. If gcd(pt , . . . ,pk) = 1, let rl = pl, ri = gcd(pt , . . . , 
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pi-1 ,pi) = gCd(ri_1 ,pi)for i = 2,3,. . . , k. Then 
k-l 
WPI,... ,Pk) < C Lpi+l + 1 - kpi. 
i= l  li+l i=l 
LEMMA 2.4 [lo]. Zf a~, al,. . . , a,$ is an arithmetic progression such that 
a, = Q + id and gcd(ao, d) = 1, then 
THEOREM2.1. LetD>4andD+3<1<2D$l. Then 
@(D+1,D+2,Z)~D2-D-2 except for @(5,6,9) = 14. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to show that, for any 1 5 k I 
20 + 2, D(D + 1) - k can be expressed in the form D(D + 1) - k = cl (D + 1) + 
c2(D + 2) + ql, where cl, ~2, c3 are nonnegative integers except for D = 4,Z = 9. 
We have 
D(D+l)-1 = 
D(D$l)-k = 
where2 5 k 5 D+ 1; 
D(D+l)-k = 
(1 - D - 3)(D + 1) + (20 + 1 - Z)(D + 2) + 1; 
(k - 2)(D + 1) + (D + 1 - k)(D + 2), 
(1 + k - 20 - 6)(D + 1) 
+ (30 + 3 - I - k)(D + 2) + 1, 
wherek=D+2,D+4<1<2D+lor 
k = D+3,0+3<1<20; 
D(D + 1) - k = (21f k - 30 - 8)(D + 1) 
+(4D + 4 - k - 2Z)(D + 2) + 21, 
wherek=D$2,1=D+3,0>4; 
D(D+l)-k = (2l+k-4D-lO)(D+l) 
+(5D + 5 - 21- k)(D + 2) + 21, 
wherek=D+3,1=2D+l,D>5; 
D(D -t 1) - k = (k - D - 4)(D + 1) + (20 + 2 - k)(D + 2), 
where D + 4 i k I 20 + 2. Combining these, we have @(D + 1, D + 2,Z) 5 
D2 - D - 2 except for @(5,6,9) = 14. ??
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose gcd(D + 1,l) = 1, D/2 + 1 5 1 5 D, and there 
exists some integerj 2 0 such that 3 < 0’ + 1)L - j(D + 1) 5 D - 1 + 4. Then: 
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(1) Whenj 2 1, 
@(D+l,2(D+l)-1,0’+3)(D+1)-0’+2)Z)<D2-D, 
@(D + 1,2(D + 1) - 1,o’ + 4)(D + 1) - 0’ + 3)1) 5 D2 - D. 
(2) Whenj = 0, 
Q(D+l,2(0+1)-&3(Dfl)-2/,4(D+l)-31)iD2-D+l. 
PROOF. (1): Weonlyprove@(D+l,2(0+1)-1,0’+3)(0+1)--(j-t-2)1) 2 
D2 - D; the other inequality can be proved similarly. 
Case 1. l=D. Since3<(j+l)Z-j(D+l)ID-1+4,thenCj+l)D- 
j(D + 1) = 4, i.e., j = D - 4. By Theorem 2.4, Q(D + 1,2(D + 1) - 1, (j + 3)(D + 
I)-0’+2)l)=@(D+l,D+2,20-l)5D2-D-2. 
Case 2. 15 D - 1, i.e., D + 1 - 12 2. From 3 < (j + 1)1- j(D + 1), we 
have D 2 (j + l)(D + 1 - Z) + 3. Note that 
x(D + 1) + y{2(D + 1) - 1) + z{Cj + 3)(D + 1) - 0’ + 2)1} 
= (D + 1)(x + 2y -I- 0’ + 3)~) - l{y + 0’ + 2)~). 
Since gcd(D + 1,Z) = 1, for any integer IE the equation (D + 1)r - Is = n has a 
pair of solutions r, s such that 0 5 s 2 D. Let z = [s/(j + 2)], y = s - (j + 2)z, 
and n = r - 2y - z(i + 3); it is sufficient for us to show x 2 0 for any n 2 D2 - D. 
We have 
(D + 1)~ = n - y{2(D + 1) - 1) - z{(j + 3)(D + 1) - 0’ + 2)1} 
2 D2 - D - (D + 1 - l){y + 0’ + 2)~) - (D + 1)Cy + z) 
> D2-D-D(D+l-/I)-(D+l) 
D-j-l 
j+2 > 
, P2 f D 
- - j+l j&o’+ l)(D+ 1 -z)+3) 
-D-D(D+l-l)-(D+L)(j+s) 
j2+j-1 
= (j+ l)(j+2)02- 
3 
-1 j+l 
D-j+;% 
-(D + 1) 
, (j2+j-1)D 
_ Ci+l)Ci+2){(i+l)(D+l-I)+3} 
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D-j+ ;+D+l) 
> 2(j2+j- 1)0+ 3(j2+j- l)D 
- 
jf2 0’ + l>(j + 2) 
D-j+ ;!-(D+l) 
j’ +4j2+2j- lD_j+ 
= 0’+1>0’+2) 
+D+l) 
> -(D + 1). 
So x 2 0, from which (1) follows. 
(2): Sincej=O,wehave3<1<D. IfD=4,then1=4. IfD=5,by 
gcd(D + 1, I) = 1, then 1= 5. By Lemma 2.4, 
= 
[ 1 y (D+1)+D2-DD1 
< ~(D+l)+D2-D(~+l)~~2-~+l, D - 2 6, 
= 10, D = 4, 1 = 4, 
= 12, D = 5, 1 = 5, 
So Theorem 2.2 follows. 
3. SOME RESULTS ABOUT THE CONJECTURE y(A) 5 D2 + 1 
Prior to [ll, R. E. Hartwig [9] conjectured that y(A) 5 D2 + 1, which is stronger 
than y(A) 5 (m - 1)2 + 1, because D 5 m - 1. In this section we consider the 
conjecture y(A) 5 D2 + 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose A is primitive, s is an integer, and D and DA” are, 
respectively, the diameters of D(A) and D(A”). Then 
PROOF. For any Ao,A, E V(D(A)), A0 # A,Y, by the primitivity of A, we 
have A0 2As, where k is large enough. Let kc, = min{k : A0 2 A,v}. We will prove 
that lee 5 D. 
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Otherwise, we suppose &J > D + 1, so there are s - 1 vertices Al, AZ, . . . , A,_ I 
in D(A) such that 
A0%A,%A2$ . . . %_, %y. 
For any 1 5 i 5 s, let xi = d(Ai_l,Ai) if Ai- # Ai, and let Xi = 0 if Ai- = Ai, 
s~O~xi<D<~.Letyi~k~-xi(mods),whereO~y~~s-l.Consider 
the set {cf=, yi : 1 = 1,2,. . . , s}, it is easy to see that at least one of the following 
two cases is true: 
Case I. There exists some la such that CL, yi E O(mod s) 
Case 2. There exist 11 < 12 such that cfl, yi 3 xf2=, yi (mods), i.e., 
Cf’=,,+r yi = 0 (mods). 
So without loss of generality, we assume that CL, yi E 0 (mods) for two integers 
1 5 m. Consider the following path 
the length of which, less than kas, is bs-(m-l+ l)ko +Cz, xi = kos- CL”=,(ko -
xi) = kos - Cy=, yi F 0 (mods), contradicting the choice of ka. Therefore Al 2 A,v 
for some ko 5 D, so in D(A’) we have A0 3 A,, i.e., D.Q 5 D. W 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose A is primitive and D is the diameter of D(A). Then 
~(4 I D(D + 1). 
PROOF. For any i,j E V(D(A)), by (1.1) we know that i lies on a circuit in 
D(A) whose length is s 5 D + 1; then D(As) has a loop at i. By Theorem 3.1, it 
is easy to see that i 3 j in D(A’), i.e., i 2 j in D(A). Then the arbitrariness of j 
leads to i 
D(D+t) 
- j, from which Theorem 3.2 follows. ??
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose A is primitive and D is the diameter of D(A). Ifthe 
length of the shortest circuit in D(A) is s 5 D - 1, then 
Y(A) i D2. 
PROOF. Suppose k’ is a vertex which lies on the shortest circuit, named C, 
in D(A). For any i, j E V(D(A)), there exists some integer m, 0 5 m 5 D, such 
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that i 1 k’. From k’ we walk D - m steps along the shortest circuit C to k, i.e., 
D-m 
k’ - k. Because k also lies on C, D(A’) has a loop at k, which means k z,j in 
D(A’), i.e., k 2:j in D(A). By the arbitrariness ofj, k 
(D- 1)D 
-j in D(A). Therefore 
D-m 
ilk’-k 
(D- 1)D 
----j, i.e., i zj, from which Theorem 3.3 follows. ??
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose A is primitive and D is the diameter of D(A). Ifthe 
length of the shortest circuit in D(A) is s = D, then 
y(A)ID2+1. 
PROOF. For any a, b E V(D(A)), if a lies on a circuit whose length is D, 
then in the same fashion as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we have a < b, and by 
the arbitrariness of b we have a 
D*+l 
-b. Similarly, if b lies on a circuit whose 
D’+l 
length is D, then we also have a -b. 
Now we suppose that neither a nor b lies on a circuit whose length is D. 
By (l.l), a and b respectively lie on a circuit whose length is D + 1. Suppose 
k, -+ k2 4 ... --+ kn -+ kl is the shortest circuit in D(A). Since for any 1 5 i < D 
we have ki # a, b, then there exist 1 5 Xi, yi < D such that a 3 ki 2 b, i.e., from 
a to b there is a path with length p = xi + yi, which meets at least one circuit of 
each length D and D + 1. 
Case 1. There exists SOWE i and xi, yt such that p = xi + yi < D + 1. Since 
D*+l 
@(D,D+l)+pID(D-1)+D+1=D2+1,thena-----tb. 
Case 2. There exists some i andxi, yt such that D + 3 2 p = xi + yi < 2D+ 1. 
D*+l 
Since(2D-p+l)(D+l)+(p-D-3)D+p=D2+1,thena-b. 
Case 3. For any i and any xi,yi, p = xi + yi = D + 2 is always true. 
Since a 2 kl -+ k2 3 b, i.e., a 
.X1+1 
-k2%bandxi + 1 +y2 5 2D+ 1, if 
xi + 1 +y2 # Df2, then we have case 1 or case 2. Soxi + 1 +yz = D + 2 = x2 +y2, 
i.e., x2 = xi + 1. By using induction, we have xi+1 = xi + 1 for any 1 5 i 5 D - 1, 
SO XD = ~1 + D - 1. Note that 1 < xi,yi 2 D and we have xi = 1 and 
yi = D + 2 - XI = D + 1, which contradicts the fact of that yi 5 D. So case 3 
belongs to case 1 or case 2. 
D2+1 
Combining cases 1 to 3, we have a - b, from which Theorem 3.4 fol- 
lows. ??
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose A is primitive and D is the diameter of D(A). If the 
length of the shortest circuit in D(A) is s = D + 1 and the diameter of D(AD+‘) is 
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D,+I+I I D - 1, then 
y(A)<D2-1. 
PROOF. For any i,j E V@(A)), i lies on acircuit whose length is D+ 1; then 
D(ADf’) has a loop at i. Since DA~+l < D - 1, we know i 
D-1 
-j in D(ADf’), 
02-l 
i.e., i ej in D(A), from which Theorem 3.5 follows. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose A is primitive and D is the diameter of D(A). Ifthe 
length of the shortest circuit in D(A) is s = D + 1 and the diameter of D(AD+‘) 
is D,D+I = D, i.e., there exist r, t E V(D(A)) such that the distancefrom r to t in 
D*-1 
D(AD+‘) is d*D+l(r, t) = D, then r _f_s t and there exists some k, 1 5 k 5 
D, gcd(k, D + 1) = 1, such that 
D+l,k D+l,k D+l,k D+l,k 
r=Ag----+A1~A2-...~A~=t, 
where Ai E V(D(A)) for any 0 < i 5 D. Furthermore for any k’ such that k’ # k 
k’ 
andl<k’<D,wehuveAi j+Ai+lforanyO<i<D. 
02-l 
PROOF. Since d,o+l (r, t) = D, then r ++ t follows, and also we have 
r=Ao 
D+l D+l 
------+A1 -A2 
D+l D+1 D+l 
__+ *. . -AD-~ - AD = t, where Ai E 
DZ-1 
V(D(A)) for any 0 < i 5 D. If Ai- = Ai for some i then r - t, which cannot 
hold. SO for any 1 5 i 5 D, we have Ai- # Ai, and there exists ki, 1 5 ki < D, 
suchthatr=Ac%At% 
b-1 
***-AD-~ %AD = t. Nowwedefinetheset 
Wl,kz,. . &kiZl= 1,2,...,D 
i=l 
Suppose either of the following two cases is true: 
Case 1. cf=, ki E O(mod D + 1) for some 21. 
Case2. CfiikiE&ki(modD+l)forsomeIi #f2. 
Then there exists some Ii I 12 such that &, ki = O(mod D + 1). We consider 
the path 
D+1 
-AI 
D+l 
r = A0 
h +I D+l AI,_1 %AI, 1-, Al,+, k’:2.. . -**.- 
4 D+l D+1 D+l 
-4, -Al2+1 -. . . -AD = t, 
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the length of which is less than D2 + D, but is (D + 1)D - (D + 1)(/z - 11 + 1) + 
Ck,,ki = O(mod D + 1). This is a contradiction to &+I (r, t) = D. 
So neither case 1 nor case 2 is true, i.e., T(kt, k2 
.,D - l,D}(modD + 
k], ki+2,. . 
1). Similarly, we have T(kt’ *ki,?! , E, ,Ec: 
.,kD) = {1,2 ,... , D - 1, D} (mod D + 1). Comparing elements 
of these two sets, we have ki = ki+l, i.e., kl = k2 = . . . = ko !+ k, i.e., 
D+i,k D+l,k D+l,k 
r=Ao -----+A1 F . . . -AD = t. 
Since T(kl, k2, . . . ,kD)={Zk(modD+1):I=1,2 ,..., D}-{1,2 ,..., D} 
(mod D + l), from number theory, it is easy to prove that gcd(D + 1, k) = 1. If 
there exists some k’, k’ # k, 1 5 k 5 D, such that Ai- %Ai, we replace ki by k’, 
and from the above, T(kl, k2, . . . , k’, . ..,kD)E{1,2 ,... , D}(mod D + 1) cannot 
hold. Then we know Ai- $ Ai for any such k’. So Theorem 3.6 follows. ??
Finally, we close this section with the statement that the only case for which we 
cannot prove the conjecture y(A) 5 D2 + 1 is when s = D + 1, D,,p+l = D, for any 
Ao,AD E V(D(A)) such that AoDk’An there exists some k = k(Ao,AD), 1 < k 5 
D+l,k D+l,k D+l,k D+l,k 
D,gcd(k,D+l) = l,suchthatAo-A1-A2-...-Ao, 
and for any k’ such that k’ # k, 1 5 k 5 D, we always have Ai_l%Ai for any 
lli<D. 
4. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE y(A) < (m - 1)2 + 1 
If m > D + 1, then by Theorem 3.2, y(A) 5 D(D + 1) 5 (m - 2) (m - 1) 5 
(m- 1)2+1. 
0*-l 
If s = D + 1, D,~+I = D, and A0 + AD, by Theorem 3.6 there 
exists some k(Ao, AD) satisfying Theorem 3.6. Now we define K = 
max{k(Aa, AD) : A0 D>‘AD}, which is a constant of such D(A). Note that if 
y(A) < D2 + 1 is true, then y(A) 5 ( m - 1)2 + 1 is also true, so in this sec- 
tion it is reasonable for us to make the following hypothesis: (*) s = D + 1, 
D,D+I = D, and there exist Ai, 0 5 i 5 D, such that AoDklA~ and 
D+t,K D+i,k D+t,K D+i,K 
Ao ------+A, -A2-. . . -AD, where K, defined as above, is a 
constant such that gcd(D + 1, K) = 1; furthermore, Ai- LAi for any 1 5 i 5 D 
and any k # K such that 1 5 k 5 D; also, D 2 4 and m = D + 1, where m is the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of A. 
Apathi +il-+i2+... + i, ---) j is called closed if i = j. By the hypothesis 
(*), including s = D + 1 and m = D + 1, we know that if D(A) has a closed path 
whose length is c, i.e., AC = UDAD + aD_lAD-’ + . . . + awl, where Q > 0, then 
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for any vertex i in D(A), i lies on some closed path whose length is c. 
For any integer k and Ak = anAD + ub_lAD-’ + . . . + alA + @I, we delete 
the term aiA’ if and only if ui = 0. The uniform expression of Ak is defined as 
that Ak = ahAt + at At2 + . . . + atAt’ + . . . such that D 2 1, > l2 > l3 > 
. . . > li > . . . 2 0 gnd ali # 0 for any i which is possible. We denote that 
Ak g ahAt’ + ahAh + . . . + ut,A” + . . . . By the definition of minimal polynomial, 
the uniform expression of Ak is unique. 
LEMMA 4.1 [ 11. Suppose m is the degree of the minimal polynomial of the 
primitive matrix A. Zfm 5 4, then y(A) 5 (m - 1)2 + 1. 
LEMMA 4.2 [ 11. Suppose m is the degree of the minimal polynomial of the 
primitive matrix A. Zf there exists somep, 1 5 p 5 m - 1, such that Am SAP, then 
$A)Ip+(m-l)(m-p)<(m-1)2+1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and AD+’ = anAD + 
CID_~A~-’ + . . . + akAK + . . . + utA + ml. Then: 
(1) ak > 0, C% > 0. 
(2) If there exists a closed path whose length is c in D(A), then every vertex i 
in D(A) lies on a closed path whose length is c. 
(3) If al is the first nonzero number in the sequence ab, a& 1, . . . , al, ao, then 
at > 0 and there exists a closed path whose length is 2(D + 1) - 1. 
PROOF. (1): By (*), let i = A0 andj = A,; we have i # jand 0 < (AD+‘)0 = 
an(AD)tj + an-1 (AD-‘), + . . . + sky + . . . + alAg + uoZtj = uk(Ak)tj, which 
leads to ak > 0. Since the length of the shortest circuit in D(A) is D + 1, we have 
0 < (AD+‘)ti = an(A +an_I(AD-‘)it + . . . + ulAit + &ii = Uo. 
(2): If AC = bnAD + bn_lAD-’ + . . . + blA + bol, then bo > 0 as D(A) has 
a closed path with the length C. SO for any i E V(D(A)), (A”)ii = bo(AD)ii + 
bn-I(AD-‘)tt + . . . + bolti = bo > 0, i.e., i lies on some closed path with the 
length c . 
(3): Since AD+’ = atA’ + ut_lA’-’ + . . . + alA + aoZ, then A2(D+1)-t = 
Stan+’ + at_lAD f. . . + aoAD+‘-’ = coAD + cn_lAD-’ +. . . + CIA + col, where 
CO = @aI. Note that (A2(D+‘)-‘)ii = Cn(AD)ti + . . . + CoZii = mut 2 0. Since 
a0 > 0 and at # 0, we have at > 0 and (A 2(D+1)-t)tt > 0, i.e., D(A) has some 
closed path with length 2(D + 1) - 1. W 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds. Then AD+’ E’ ahAt + 
at2At2 + . . . + ut,Ati + . . . and Ak g bk,Akl + bk2Ak2 + . . . + bkiAkn + . . ., where 
k 2 D+ 1 is some integer Zfthere exist some r and s such that & 2 D+ 1 - kl +k, > 
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&+I and ki $ k, (mod d’) for any 1 < i < r, where d’ is an integer such that 
d’ld = gcd(D + 1 - I,,11 - I~,12 - 13,. . , ls_l - ls), then bk, > 0 and D(A) has 
a closed path whose length is k + D - k, + 1. 
PROOF. For any integer t satisfying t > k, and the uniform expression 
A’ g c,,,AP’ + cp2AP2 + . . . + cpiAPi + . . ., we define the set 
Tt = { (cpj, pj) : cp,Afi is a term in the uniform expression of A’ 
and pi $ pj (mod d’) for any 1 2 i < j}. 
By the definition, we know (bk,, k,) E Tk. Now we will prove (bk,, k, + 1) E Tk+, . 
Case I. kl < D. ThenAk+’ Z bklAkl+l +bk.Ak2+’ +. . . +bkr Akr.fl +. . . . 
Since (bk,, k,) E Tk, then for any 1 5 i < j we have ki $ k,(mod d’), i.e., 
ki f 1 $ k, + 1 (mod d’), from which (bk,, k, + 1) E Tk+i follows. 
Case 2. kl = D. Then Ak+’ = bk,AD+’ + bkzAkz+’ + . . + bkrAkr+’ + 
. . . = bk,(ar,A’l + al,A’2 + . . . + aliAll + . . .) + bk,A kz+‘+...+bkAk,+l+... 
Since (bk,, k,) E Tk, we have ki + 1 $ k, + 1 (mod d’) for any 2 ‘2 i < r. If 
aliAIi is a term in the uniform expression of AD+’ such that li > k, + 1, then by 
L > Df 1 -kl +k, > &+I, i.e., L > k,+ 1 > Is+,, we have Ii 2 l,y, i.e. i 5 s, from 
which we know D + 1 = li (mod d’) and k, + 1 $ kl + 1 = D + 1 E li(modd’). 
go (bk,,k, + 1) E Tk+l. 
Combining case 1 and case 2, we have (bk,, k, + 1) E Tksl. Now we suppose 
Ak+’ = cp,Ap’ + cpzApz + . . . + cpuApu + . . . , 
where cpU =bk,andp,=k,+l,thenpifp,(modd’)foranyl<i<u. 
If there exists an integer s’ such that &, 2 D + 1 - pl + pu > l,v,+l, since 
pl I kl + 1 and L. 2 D + 1 - kl + k, > ls+l, then &I 2 &, i.e., s’ 5 s, from 
which it follows that d’ 1 gcd(D + 1 - Ii, 11 - 12,. . . , l,y~_l - l,v,). So by using 
induction, we can easily prove that (bk,, k, + 2) E Tk+2,. . ,, (bk,, D) E Tk+o_k,, 
i.e., Ak+D-kr E bk,AD + . . . . By Theorem 4.1(3), we have bk, > 0, and D(A) has 
a closed path with length k + D - k, + 1. W 
REMARK. In Theorem 4.2, if there is no s satisfying l,r 2 D + 1 - kI + k, > 
1 ,~+~,thenwedefinegcd(D+1-1~,1~-1~,...,1,~_~-1,~)=0,andsod’~dis 
always true. 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and AD+’ !Z aj,A” + 
a12A’2 + . . + aliAli + . . . . If there exists an integer r such that d’ = gcd(D + 
lrh,l2,.. . ,Zr-I) > gcd(D + l,li,. . . , I,_ 1, I,) = gcd(d’, Z,), then al, > 0 and 
D(A) has a closed path whose length is c = 2(D + 1) - I,. 
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PROOF. In Theorem 4.2, let k = D + 1; then k; = li and bki = a/i for 
any i. Since d’ > gcd(d’, l,), we have li f l,(modd’) for any 1 5 i < r. If 
1,s 2 D + 1 - 11 + 1, > &+I , i.e., I.7 > I,, then s 5 r - 1, so d’ = gcd(D + 
l,llrl2,.- .,l,_,)lgcd(D+l-11,11-l;, ,..., lr_2-l,-,)lgcd(D+l-11,11- 
12,. 1 “, s-l - ls). By Theorem 4.2, blr > 0 and D(A) has a closed path whose 
length is 2(D + 1) - 1,. ??
COROLLARY 4.2.2. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and A*+’ zx aj,A’l + 
a12A’z + . . . + al,A” + . . . . Zf there exists an integer t such that (D + 1 - 11) 
,f’(D + 1 - l,), then D(A) ha s a closedpath whose length is c 5 2(D + 1) - lr and 
c#D+1,2(0+1)-11. 
PROOF. In Theorem 4.2, let k = D + 1; then ki = li and bki = al, for any i. 
Alsoweletd’ = D+l-llandr = min{i:(D+1-1~)~(D+1-lJ};then1 < r 5 t, 
i.e., 11 > 1, 2 1,. If I.7 > D + 1 - 11 + 1, > ls+l, then & > I,, i.e., s 5 r - 1. By the 
choiceofr,wehavegcd(D+l-l~,l~-l~,...,l,~_~-l,~)=gcd(D+ l-ll,D+ 
1 - lz,..., D + 1 - ls) = D + 1 - 11 = d’. If there exist some 1 5 i < r such 
that li E 1, (mod d’), then D + 1 - 1, = (D + 1 - li) + (1; - 1,) E 0 (mod d’), which 
contradicts the choice of r. So li $ 1, (mod d’) for any 1 5 i < r. By Theorem 
4.2, D(A) has a closed path whose length is c = 2(D + 1) - 1, < 2(D + 1) - It, 
andc#D+1,2(0+1)-El. W 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and A*+’ 2 ai,A’l + 
alzA’2 + . . . + aKAK + . . . . Zf gcd(D + 1,ll) # 1, then D(A) has a sequence 
of closed paths with the length cl, ~2, . . . , cl, where gcd(D + 1, cl, ~2, . . . , ct) = 
1, t > 2, cl = 2(D+l)-11,andcl < c2 < ... < ct 5 2(0+1)-K. Furthermore, 
ifweletro=D+l, rl =gcd(D+l,cl),andri+l =gcd(D+l,cl,c2,...,ci+l)= 
gcd(ri, ci+l), then 1 = r, < r,_] < . . . < rl < ro = D + 1. 
PROOF. Let rb = D + 1, ri = gcd(D + 1, II), r;+l = gcd(D + 
1, h,l2, . . . ,li+l) = gcd(r,‘, &+I), SO D + 1 = r/, 2 r{ 2 ri 2 .. . . NOW we 
select 1:) li, . . . ,li from 11,12, . . . , K, . . . such that 
1: = 4 H j is the ith j satisfying r/_, > ri. 
By gcd(D + 1, K) = 1 in (*), this selection is practicable; also we have l1 = 
1: > 1; > . . . > 1: > KandD+l = ro > rl > r2 > ... > r, = l,where 
t 2 2, r-1 = gcd(D + 1, l’,), and ri+l = gcd(D + l,l{, . . . , Ii+,) = gcd(ri, Ii,,) for 
any 1 5 i 5 t - 1. So by Corollary 4.2.1 and the choice of If, D(A) has a closed 
path whose length is ci = 2(D + 1) - lf for any 1 5 i 5 t, and also 2(D + 1) - 1, = 
Cl < c2 < ... c,<2(D+l)-K,gcd(D+l,cl,cz ,..., c,)=r,=l. ??
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THEOREM 4.4. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and K = 1. Then 
y(A)<D*+l. 
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PROOF. Case I: D(A) has a closed path with length D + 1 + p, where p 
is an integer such that 1 2 p 5 D - 2. By Theorem 4.1(2), we know the vertex 
AD lies on a closed path with the length D + 1 + p. Consider the path 
1 I 1 D+l D+l 
Ao+Al +...-+AD+~_~ -AD+~-/,-... 
D+l D+l D+~+P (D+l)(D-p-2) 
-AD_* FAD AAD -AD, 
the length of which is D + 1 -p + @- l)(D+ l)+D + 1 fp + (D + l)(D-p-2) = 
DZ-1 
D* - 1, so Ao-AD, contradictiong (*). 
Case 2: D(A) has no closedpath with length D + 1 fp, where 1 5 p 5 D - 2. 
By Theorem 4.1, we have AD+’ = a2A2 + alA + ~1, where a2 2 0, a0 > 0, and 
aI =u~>O,soA D+’ ;A. By Lemma4.2 y(A) 5 D* + 1 follows. ??_ 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and AD+* Z allAll + 
Q,A’~ + . + . + sol. If211 5 D + 1, then 
y(A)I(D+l-ll)D+& ID*+l. 
PROOF. Similarly to Theorem 4.2, for any integer t 2 D + 1 and the uniform 
expression A’ g cp,AP1 + cp2A,, + . . . + cp,APi + . . . , we define the set 
Tt = { (cPj, pj) : cpjAfi is a term in the uniform expression of A’}. 
We will prove q > 0 for any al,. If this is not true, then let a[, = {al, : q, < 0 
and q > 0 for any 1 5 i < r}. Note that 
,@@+‘)-‘I _ 
= 
al,AD+l + qzAD+‘-l~+h + . . . 
+ ~+4~+‘-‘l+lr + . . . + dD+l-h 
dar,A” + al,Ah + . . . + sol) + a12~D+1-‘~+‘z . . . 
+.,JD+‘-“+I’. + . . . + ag~D+l--ll. (4.1) 
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Since 211 < D + 1, we have D + 1 - 11 + 1, > li, i.e., the degree of any term 
of the uniform expression of A ‘+I is less than D + 1 - 11 + I,, which is to say 
that, after amalgamating the same type of terms in (4.1), ulAD+‘-~~fl~ is a term 
in the uniform expression of A2(D+1)-‘1 , i.e., @l,,D + 1 - El + I,> E Tz(D+I)-_I,. 
Similarly we also have (q, D + 1 - 11 + Zi) E T2(D+l)-l, for any 2 < i 5 r. 
Suppose A 2@+1)--11 g uIzAD+‘-h+h +ul,AD+‘-‘l+k + . . , +al,~D+l--I~+b + . . . ; 
then 
A2(‘+‘)-‘2 = q AD+’ + ur AD+‘-‘z+‘s + . . . + ur ~D+l++l, + . . . 
2 2 I 
= u&,A’~ + u/~A~~ + . . . + QZ) + u12AD+1-‘2+r3 + . . . 
+ u,,AD+‘-“+” + . . . . 
As above, we have (al;, D + 1 - 12 + ii) E T2(D+])+ for any 3 5 i 5 r. By using 
induction, we have (al,, D + 1 - 1,-l + 1,) E Tz(D+l)_l,_, and alsoA2(D+1)-‘+-1 Ez’ 
ur AD+l-kl+& + . . . . By Theorem 4.2(3), we have a~~ > 0, contradicting the 
cdoice of a~~. So al, > 0 for any a[,; then AD+’ ;A’!, and from Lemma 4.2 the 
result follows. ??
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and AD+’ FZ q,A’l + 
ur2Ar2 + . . . +a,$. ZfK # 1, 211 > D+ l,undgcd(D+ 1,/l) # 1, then 
~(4 I D2+ 1. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.3, D(A) has a sequence of closed paths with lengths 
CI,CZ,. . .,c,suchthatgcd(D+ lrcl,c2 ,... ,ct)= l,wheret>2andD+l < 
2(D + 1) - II = cl < c2 < ... < ct 5 2(D + 1) - K, and also we have 
1 = r, < r,_l < ... < rl < r-0, where ro = D + 1, rl = gcd(D + 1, rl), ri+l = 
gcd(D + l,c~, . . . , Cl, Ci+l) = gcd(ri, ci+l) for any 0 < i 5 t - 1. NOW we will 
prove@(D+l,cl,c2 ,..., ct)1D2-D+l. 
Case I. K = 2. Since gcd(D + 1, K) = 1, D is even. By Lemma 2.2, 
Q(D+ l,cl,..., ct) 5 [(D + 1)/2](c, - 2) 5 (D/2)(2(0 + 1) - 4) = D2 - D. 
Case 2. K 2 4. By Lemma 2.2, 
Q(D+ l,cl,...,ct) I ?{2(D + 1) - 6) = D2 -D - 2. 
Case 3. K = 3. Since 1 = r,lr,_ll.. . lr21rllD + 1 and 1 = r, < r,_l < 
. . . -c r2 < II, by using induction on t(t 2 2), it is easy to prove that 
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CIII: ri/rj+l 5 rl /2t-2 + 2(t - 2). By Lemma 2.3, 
@(D + 1,CI,C2,...,Cd 
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< Dfl 
- -cl + ;c* + . . . + 
rl 
y+1- (D+1+@) 
= ?{2(0+1)-Z,}+(5l)c2+... 
+ c,-D-(2(0+1)-1,} 
< ~{W+l)-Z,}+ - 
-D-(2(0+1)-E,} 
< - ?{2(D + 1) - 1,) + ($$ + t - 3) {2(D + 1) - 3) 
- D {2(D + 1) 1,} - - 
I ?{2(D + 1) - II} + (rl - 1)(2D - 1) 
-D-(20+2-1,) (as 2 5 t, 2’-’ 5 r,) 
= %{2(0+1)-ZI}+r,(2D-1)-5D+ZI-1 
I 2{2(D + 1) - 11) + y(2D- 1)-5D+ZI - 1 
as 2 5 rl 
DSl 
5 -,Zl>K=3 > 2 
= D*-D+2+ 
D + 1 - 211 
2 
< D*-Di2 (as 211 > D + 1). 
So Ca(D+ l,q,c2,... , ct) 2 D* - D + 1. Combining cases 1 to 3, we have 
cP(D+l,cl,c2,... , ct) I D* - D + 1 for any K # 1. By Theorem 4.1(2), every 
vertex in D(A) lies on closed paths whose length is D + 1, cl, ~2,. . . , ct, from 
whichwefindy(A)~~(D+l,cl,c2,...,ct)+D~D2+1. ??
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THEOREM 4.7. Suppose the hypothesis (*) holds and Aof1 Z aj,A’l + 
alzA12 + + . . +q,Z,Zf211 >D+landgcd(D+l,Zi)=l,then 
PROOF. By the hypothesis, D 2 4; then 1, 2 D/2 + 1 = 3. 
Casel. 11 = 3. ThenD = 4,andwesupposethatA5 =A3+aA2+bA+cI, 
where c > 0. By Theorem 4.1, D(A) has closed paths with lengths 5 and 7. 
Subcase 1.1: a # 0. Then A7 = aA + (1 + b)A3 + (a + c)A* + bA + cl; by 
Theorem 4.1(3), a > 0 and D(A) has a closed path with the length 8, so every 
vertex in D(A) lies on closed paths with the lengths 5, 7, and 8, from which we 
knowy(A)~@(5,7,8)+D=12+4=16~4*+1. 
Subcase 1.2: a = 0. If b 2 0, then A5 iA3, from which the result follows by 
Lemma 4.2. So we suppose b < 0; then 
A7 = (1 + b)A3 + CA* + bA + cl, 
A9 = cA4 + (1 f 2b)A3 + CA* + (b + b*)A + (bc + c)Z, 
A” = (1 + 2b)A4 + 2cA3 + (b + b*)A* + (2bc + c)A + c*Z, 
A” = 2cA4 + (b’ + 3b + 1)A3 + (2bc + c)A* 
+ (c* + 2b2 + b)A + (1 + 2b)cZ, 
A’* = (b* + 3b + 1)A4 + (2bc + 3c)A3 
+ (c* + 2b2 + b)A* + (4bc + c)A + 2c*Z, 
Al3 = (2bc + 3c)A4 + (3b2 + 46 + 1 + c2)A3 + (4bc + c)A* 
+ (b3 + 3b2 + b + 2c*)A + (b* + 3b + 1)cZ. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
By Theorem 4.1(3) and (4.2) to (4.5), we know that 1 + b 2 0 and 1 + 2b 2 0, 
so 1 + b > 0; then bc + c > 0. By (4.3) D(A) has a closed path with length 
9. By the definition of minimal polynomial, b is a rational number, from which 
b* + 3b + 1 # 0; by (4.5) we know D(A) has a closed path with length 13. So 
in all, D(A) has closed paths with lengths 5, 7, 9, and 13, from which y(A) 5 
@(5,7,9,13)+4=13+4=4*+1. 
Combining subcase 1.1 and subcase 1.2, we know y(A) 5 D* + 1 when 11 = 3. 
Case 2. 11 2 4. If D(A) has a closed path whose length is c, where c I 
20 - 2 and c # D + 1,2(D + 1) - Ii, then by Lemma 2.2, y(A) < @(D + 
1,2(D + 1) - Ii, c) + D 5 i(D + l)(c - 2) + D 5 D* - 2. So we suppose 
that for any c satisfying c I 20 - 2 and c # D + 1,2(D + 1) - 11, D(A) has 
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no closed path whose length is c. Since AD+’ LX acAll + al,A’z + . . . + sol, by 
C0!01lary 4.2.2 we have (D + 1 - Zl)[(D + 1 - Zi) for any Zi > 4. So AD+’ = 
Cc0 ab+,Al~-O+l-I~) + a3A3 + a2A2 + UIA + ad, where al, > 0, other aj may 
be 0, and 3 < (j + l)Zl - j(D + 1) I D -I- 1 - Z1 + 3. Then 
j-l 
@D+l)--ll = c (a[, al,,, + CZ~,+~)A’I-~(~+~-‘~) + a,,alj+,AO’+l)ll-j(D+‘) 
r=o 
+ u3A D+l-h+3 + . . . f &AD+‘-” + al,u3A3 + . . . + ul,~Z. 
Since D(A) has no closed path whose length is c, where c I 20 - 2 and c # 
D + 1,2(D + 1) - 11, by Theorem 4.1(3) we have ugur,,, + a~,+~ = 0 for any 
0 2 t < j - 1. By using induction on t, we have af,+z = (-l)‘+‘afy for any 
o<t<j-l.So 
A2(‘+‘)-” - -( I, -lY’d’+2~O’+l)bj(D+l) + u3~D+1-/,+3 + . . . 
+ @AD+‘-” + al, a3A3 + . . . + q, ~1. (4.6) 
Let~+1)Z~-j(D+1)=D+1-Z~+t,so3-(D+1-ZI)<t~3.Ift=0, 
thenZ~=~+1)(D+1-11),D+1=(D+1-Z~)+Z~=(i+2)(0+1-1,), 
and 1 = gcd(D + 1, II) = D + 1 - II, i.e., II = D. Then (j + l)Z, - j(D + 1) = 
D+l-Z~=l,contradicting3<~+1)Z~-j(D+l).Sot#O.Ifl~t~3,then 
amalgamating the same type of terms, {a, + (-l~d~~2}AD+1-h+’ and aj,a,A’ are 
two terms in (4.6). Note meanwhile that a, + (- lydT2 and qa, cannot all be 0, 
because al, > 0. In Theorem 4.2, let k = 2(D + 1) - 1, , d’ = D + 1 - Z,, and bk, 
be the first nonzero number of a, + (- ly’d;T2 and al, a,. By Theorem 4.2, we know 
that if a, + (- 1 >idiT2 # 0, then a, + (- 1 y’d,T’ > 0 and D(A) has a closed path with 
length (j + 3)(D + 1) - (j + 2)11, and that if a, + (- I)~cz/~~ = 0, then aI, at > 0 and 
D(A) has a closed path with length (j + 4)(D + 1) - (j + 3)Zl. If t < 0, then after 
amalgamating the same type of terms in (4.6), (- ly’d]’ 2AD + 1--11 + t is a term in 
(4.6). In Theorem 4.2, let k = 2(D + 1) - II, d’ = D + 1 - I,, and bk, = (- ly’dT2; 
then (-lydT’ > 0, andD(A)has aclosedpath withlength (j+3)(D+l)-(j+2)Z1. 
All in all, we have proved D(A) always has a closed path whose length is c, where 
c = (j+3)(D+l)-(j+2)11 arc = (j+4)(0+1)--(j+3)Z1,3 < (j+l)Z,-j(D+l) 5 
D+l-Z,+3. 
Subcuse2.1: j 2 1. ByTheorem2,2,y(A) 5 (D + 1,2(D+ 1)-Z1,c)+D 5 
D2-D+D=D2. 
Subcase 2.2: j = 0. Then 1 I t = 211 - (D + 1) 5 3. Note that D 2 1, > 4. 
If D + 1 - II = 1, then D = II = 4, so y(A) 5 4 + max(@(5,6,7), @(5,6,8)) = 
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y(A) 5 Cm - I? + I 
D+,D+I = D 
Theorem 3.6 - 
s=D+l hypothesis (a) 
D>4 
m=D+l D,,wsD-I Theorem 3.5 
K=l 
Theorem4.4 
SCD-I 
Theorem 3.3 
gcd(D +l,Il)=lITheorem 4’7/ 
L I 
FIG. 1. 
14<42+l. IfDSl-li =2,sincegcd(D+l,lt)= l,thenD=6andlt =5, 
so y(A) I 6 + max(@(7,9, ll), @(7,9,13)) = 33 < 62 + 1. If D + 1 - 1, 2 3, 
let d’ = D + 1 - 11 2 3 and A W’ = al,A’l + u3A3 + a2A2 + alA + QZ, where 
aa, al, > 0. Note that d’ 2 3 and gcd (D + 1, Ii) = 1. It is easy to see that 
i q.4 t(modd’) for any i such that i # t and 0 5 i 5 3. So after amalgamating the 
same type of terms, we have 
A2@+‘)-‘1 = (ai + u,)A" + ur,u,A' + . . . , 
~3(D+l)-2'1 _ - a/, (a; + 2u,)A’l + ~,(a:, + ut)A’ + . . . 
By Theorem 4.2, the first nonzero number among at + a, and qu, must be 
positive, and also the first nonzero number among ~,(a: + 2u,) and ~,(a; + ar) 
must be positive. Note that al, > 0. If at + a, = 0, then al, (ui + 2~) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. If a~,(~~ + 2~~) = 0, then ~,(a; + a,) < 0, which 
is also a contradiction. So a:, + a, # 0 and q,(ui + 2u,) # 0; by Theorem 
4.2, at + a, > 0, ur,(ut + 2uJ > 0, and D(A) has closed paths with length 
3(D + 1) - 2Zi,4(D + 1) - 311. By Theorem 2.2(2), y(A) 5 D + y(D + 1,2(D + 
1)-Z~,3(D+1)-2Z~,4(D+1)-3Z~)~D2+1.Combiningcase1andcase2, 
Theorem 4.7 follows. W 
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose A is an n x n nonnegative and primitive matrix 
whose minimal polynomial is of degree m. Then 
y(A) I (m - 1)2 + 1. 
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PROOF. In fact, we have proved the main theorem as can be seen clearly 
from Figure 1. ??
Thanks are due to Professor Jia- Yu Shao, Department ofApplied Mathematics, 
Tong Ji University, and Professor Qiao Li, Department of Mathematics, USTC, 
for instruction and kindly help. 
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